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ICT in Norwegian education

• Action plans
–1996-1999: Implementing technology
– 2000-2003: School reform with ICT
– 2004-2008: ’Program for digital literacy’

• But where is the knowledge building
using digital tools?
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• Fact Finding

• Topical Information Search/Copy Delete
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• ICT Capabilities



• Research Deepens the Problem (rather than
expanding Fact Finding)

• Idea generation (rather than Topical
Information Search/Copy Delete)

• Collective Responsibility for Knowledge
Advancement (rather than Division of Labor)

• ICT Capabilities Relevant to Real-World
Knowledge Work
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Core elements
• Building on a sociocultural framework on learning

• Students ideas and knowledge building is at the
centre, not the teacher, the curriculum or the text
book.

• Collective responsibility and collaborative learning

• What makes students build knowledge?

• Using digital tools to build new learning environments.
’Scaffolding’ for higher order learning



Different conceptions of
knowledge

• Knowledge acquisition perspective

• Participation perspective

• Knowledge creation perspective



Students as ’experts’

• Relates to knowledge about ’expert teams’ (health,
pilots, sport) ’epistemic cultures’

• Relates to knowledge about how researchers work

• Students’ ideas are at the centre

• That students ’theories’ about certain subject
domains are limited and restricted

• ’Progressive inquiry’



Design principles

1) REAL IDEAS, AUTHENTIC PROBLEMS

2) IMPROVABLE IDEAS

3) IDEA DIVERSITY

4) EPISTEMIC AGENCY

5) COMMUNITY KNOWLEDGE, COLLECTIVE
RESPONSIBILITY

6) DEMOCRATIZING KNOWLEDGE



Design principles

7) SYMMETRIC KNOWLEDGE ADVANCEMENT

8) PERVASIVE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING

9) CONSTRUCTIVE USES OF AUTHORITATIVE SOURCES

10) KNOWLEDGE BUILDING DISCOURSE

11) EMBEDDED, CONCURRENT AND TRANSFORMATIVE
ASSESSMENT

12) RISE ABOVE



• www.ikit.org

• CSILE (Computer Supported Innovative Learning
Environment)

• Knowledge Forum

• Used in different countries around the
world
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